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Zira
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Zira , a contemporary office desk solution with extensive options to personalize
your workspace.

Zira EFTLXJUITUPSBHFshown in Dark Espresso (DES) with frosted glazed doors
/ Silver frames (Z1) and Silver HQ handles. Ride and Rest seating shown in Designtex Wire, Neutral Tint (W182).
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Zira
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Office desk with hutch

that meets your worksurface needs and storage requirements. Select from

glazing options on doors and modesty panels and 1" and 1 ½" thick top
options.

Cherry wood desk

Zira executive office desks shown in Dark Espresso (DES) with frosted glazed doors /
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Zira is the most functional solution to your work environment efficiency
and organization.
TM

(MPCBMPGGJDFGVSOJUVSFcluster shown in Tiger Maple (TMP) / White (WHT) with Silver HS handles.
Alero seating shown in Momentum Expo, Sprout (EX24).
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Zira

Whether a workspace is required for individu al use, teaming or
clusters, Zira offers hundreds of mix and match components to

TM

meet any design specification. Components can be freestanding for
single workstation configurations, or joined together to form multiple
work groups.

Top left: 4" square monopost are available in Silver or Black finish. Optional 4" and 5" round are available at no extra charge. Top right: Box
drawers are mounted on ¾ extension ball bearing slides. Bottom left: Divide™, a modular desk-mounted panel system shown with glazed
panels which vertically stack to provide privacy. Bottom right: Hutch with glazed doors are available in 4 glazing options with Silver or
Black frames. 9 handle options in Silver, Black, Nickel or Brass finishes.

Zira -TIBQFEPGGJDFEFTLTshown in Tiger Maple (TMP) / Tiger Fruitwood (TFW) with frosted glazed doors
/ Silver frames (Z1) and flared Silver HS handles. Alero and Caprice seating shown
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Zira
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Zira , ideal for shared teaming areas.
TM

Components can be joined together to form multiple work groups or
can be freestanding for single workstation configurations. With such
an array of components and options, Zira can accommodate small
spaces through tall spaces, and of course, everything in between.
Storage can be added where needed, whether attached to the
workstation or designed elsewhere in the work environments. Select
from hundreds of components for any size or shape office. Storage
components can tower up to 84" high and are available in an array
of laminate finishes and handle options in Silver, Black, Nickel or
Brass finish.

Zira -PGGJDFEFTL show in White (WHT) / Avant Honey (AWH). Graphic seating shown in Imprint Paprika (IM81).
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A beautiful productive office can also be a highly organized office.

Zira is designed with solid 1" and 1 ½" laminate tops. Select
options such as edge details, pigeon hole storage, closed door
hutches, open display shelves, collators and fabric tackboards
to personalize your workspace and fulfill all your storage and
organizational requirements.

Zira executive suite shown in Tiger Maple (TMP) / Storm Grey (SOG) with CF edging, frosted glazed doors / Silver
frames (Z1) and square edge Silver HV handles. Global Accord seating shown in Softhide, White Sand (SO45).
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Zira's conference tables and chairs strike a perfect balance between style and technology.

Above: Zira #Z48144BE

Above: Zira TNBMMPGGJDFEFTLT#Z48120RTE
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Modern reception desk
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Above: Zira shown in White (WHT) and Dark Espresso (DES).
EDGE DETAILS

1" with 3mm edge (A3)

1" with bicut edge (AR)

1 ½" with 3mm edge (C3)

1 ½" with bicut edge (CR)

1 ½" with fluted edge (CF)

Square Edge Silver (HV)

Square Edge Black (HU)

Dimpled Nickel (HZ)

Flared Silver (HS)

Flared Black (HX)

Flared Brass (HW)

Bar Silver (HQ)

Bar Black (HR)

Crescent Black (HO)

HANDLE OPTIONS

Front cover: Zira NPEFSOSFDFQUJPOEFTLTshown in Dark Espresso (DES) with frosted glazed doors / Silver frames (Z1)
and Silver HS handles. Softcurve seating shown in Contract Leather, Stone (D536).
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